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a valuable opportunity that should not be missed
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Patients who have undergone coronary artery bypass graft

surgery and heart valve repair or replacement are prime

candidates for cardiac rehabilitation (CR) services [1–4].

Leading published reports have clearly documented that

CR results in superior patient outcomes compared with

usual care provided in clinical practice, probably owing to

the fact that CR programs focus specialized resources and

attention on cardiac risk factor modification, optimal

medication, education and counselling and thereby

enhance the changes of lifestyle to a greater degree. In

addition, inpatient CR after cardiac surgery provides a

bridge between acute care discharge and independent

living at home and helps put the patient back on the road

to clinical stability and functional independence, while

initiating the process of secondary prevention.

Unfortunately, as for the other cardiac diseases, CR

services after cardiac surgery are greatly underutilized,

with an estimated participation rate of only 10–20% in

the United States [2,5] and of approximately 35% in

Europe [6,7]. Multiple and complex barriers have been

described to explain this underuse. Both physician

referral and availability of comprehensive CR and

prevention programmes are still inadequate throughout

Europe, and this may negatively affect per se the

systematic provision of CR services to cardiac patients

after an acute event. Furthermore, at the healthcare-

system level in many countries, competing demands for

resources in acute care settings often take priority over

resource needs for chronic care services like CR.

Luckily, from time to time some good news emerges from

this disheartening scenario. In March 2006, Medicare [5],

the primary health insurer for people in the United States

aged �65 years, expanded coverage for CR services to

include heart valve surgery and heart transplant (coverage

for coronary artery bypass graft surgery had already

existed since 1982). In Europe, the UK National Service

Framework for coronary heart disease stated that CR

should be provided to all patients who can benefit, and

that priority should be given to those who have under-

gone surgical revascularization [7].

Meanwhile, the clinical characteristics of patients who

undergo cardiac surgery have changed radically over the

last decade. Owing to the continuous advances in

operative techniques, myocardial protection and perio-

perative care, which have led to a steady decline in

operative mortality, cardiac surgery can now be performed

safely in patients aged 75 years and above. In Italy, the

proportion of patients with recent cardiac surgery aged

above 75 years rose from 13% in 1999 to 25% in 2004 [8];

more up-to-date German data report that 39% of all heart

operations are performed in patients above 70 years of age

[6]. In addition, coronary patients with severe left

ventricular systolic dysfunction and/or comorbid illnesses

are now routinely referred to cardiac surgery.

In these patients, the functional recovery is clearly

delayed but, despite this, the postoperative length of

stay has been significantly reduced to 7 days or less.

Indeed, most of the United States and European

hospitals standard care practice for low to moderate-risk

patients undergoing routine cardiac surgical procedures

includes discharge by the 7th postoperative day [9–11].

This short time frame is not sufficient to address the

needs for functional recovery of elderly patients or

younger people with preoperative comorbidities and

disabilities [10,11]. We should clearly keep in mind that

functional status after cardiac surgery is influenced not

only by clinical cardiac conditions, but also by comorbid-

ity, cognitive decline and degree of disability. Inpatient
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CR on one hand offers an alternative to delayed

discharge, especially for elderly patients who live alone

or are without a caregiver. On the other hand, it enhances

the improvement and stabilization of surgical and medical

issues in all patients and, through a multidisciplinary

integrated team approach to comprehensive coronary risk

reduction, it helps prolong the benefits of coronary

revascularization. Furthermore, there is evidence indicat-

ing that the functional impairment assessed on admission

in more comorbid and disabled patients is improved by

inpatient CR, and that elderly patients gain an increase of

functional ability proportionally comparable with that of

younger patients [1,2,9,11]. The same benefits are not

obtained from home health nursing and rehabilitation

services, which lack the intensity, frequency and duration

necessary to provide elderly or more complex patients

with adequate support for improving functional indepen-

dence. In spite of this, it is precisely older individuals,

women and patients with comorbidities who are the ones

least likely to receive inpatient CR.

Thus, in spite of the compelling evidence and leading

reports supporting the role and the need for CR after

cardiac surgery, too many patients do not receive

inpatient CR rehabilitation or any CR service at all.

Once again, there is a discrepancy between what the

literature recommends and what happens in reality. As

there is more than one good reason why most, if not all,

individuals should receive CR benefits after cardiac

surgery, providers of cardiovascular healthcare should

make every effort to find a solution to this problem, and

make sure that the patients who can benefit do not miss

this train.
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